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ABSTRACT

The variability of the South Pacific convergence zone (SPCZ) during the mid-Holocene is investigated

using models archived in the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase II (PMIP2) database.

Relative to preindustrial conditions, mid-Holocene top-of-atmosphere insolation was relatively lower during

austral summer [December–February (DJF)], which is the season when the SPCZ is at its peak intensity. In

response to this perturbation, the PMIP2 models simulate a displacement of the SPCZ to the southwest. This

SPCZ shift is associated with a sea surface temperature (SST) dipole, with increased rainfall collocated with

warm SST anomalies. Decomposing the DJF precipitation changes in terms of a diagnostic moisture budget

indicates that the SPCZ shift is balanced to leading order by a change in the mean moisture convergence.

Changes to the broad area of upper-level negative zonal stretching deformation, where transient eddies can

become trapped and subsequently generate deep convection, support the notion that the SPCZ shift in the

subtropics is tied to eddy forcing. Idealized experiments performed with an intermediate-level complexity

model, theQuasi-EquilibriumTropical CirculationModel (QTCM), suggest that themid-Holocene change in

rainfall in the SPCZ region as well as the equatorial Pacific is dominated by a change in the underlying SST.

The tropical portion of the SPCZ is further remotely affected by the orbitally induced weakening of the

Australian monsoon, even though this effect is weaker compared to the effect from SSTs.

1. Introduction

a. Theories on the South Pacific convergence zone in
current climate

The Pacific supports Earth’s most extensive region of

tropical deep convection, which extends eastward from

the west Pacific warm pool as the intertropical conver-

gence zone (ITCZ) and diagonally to the southeast as

the South Pacific convergence zone (SPCZ) (Trenberth

1976; Kodama 1992, 1993; Vincent 1994; Cai et al. 2012;

Matthews 2012; Widlansky et al. 2013). The SPCZ itself

stretches from the equator to Southern Hemisphere

(SH) midlatitudes and peaks in intensity during austral

summer [December–February (DJF)]. In fact, the SPCZ

is associated with one of Earth’s most persistent bands of

precipitation and cloudiness and plays a significant role

in Earth’s energy budget as well as atmospheric and

oceanic circulation (Vincent 1994).

Precipitation in the SPCZ appears to depend on

multiple tropical and extratropical processes varying

on many time scales in the current climate, for example,

SH midlatitude storms on synoptic time scales, the

Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) on intraseasonal time

scales, and the El Ni~no–Southern Oscillation (ENSO)

on interannual time scales (Salinger et al. 1995; Folland

et al. 2002;Matthews 2012; Cai et al. 2012).Moreover, as

inferred from both instrumental observations (Folland

et al. 2002) and oxygen isotope proxy records from coral

reefs (Delcroix et al. 2007; Linsley et al. 2008), the SPCZ

appears to be correlated on decadal time scales with large-

scale modes such as the interdecadal Pacific oscillation

(IPO), with the SPCZ shifting to the northeast when the

western Pacific warm pool warms and expands eastward.

The tropical component of the climatological SPCZ,

which is anchored over the western Pacific warm pool, is
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tied to the high SSTs (Kiladis et al. 1989; von Storch et al.

1988) and low-level convergence induced by the SST

gradient between the warm pool and the equatorial cold

tongue (Lindzen andNigam 1987; Cai et al. 2012).Within

the tropical portion of the climatological SPCZ, eastward

propagating convectively coupled waves (MJO) account

for a large fraction of the precipitation (Matthews and

Li 2005). Low-level dry air advection associated with

southeasterly trade wind inflow limits the eastern extent

of SPCZ region deep convection (Lintner and Neelin

2008).

The Australian monsoon has also been implicated in

the formation of the SPCZ: according to Kiladis et al.

(1989) the continental summertime monsoonal heat low

over Australia creates a region of convergence that ex-

tends eastward and contributes to the precipitation on the

western flank of the SPCZ. An idealized aquaplanet

study by Kodama (1999) suggests that off-equatorial at-

mospheric heat sources of monsoonal origin canmaintain

diagonal subtropical convergence zones resembling the

SPCZ. This is accomplished through convergence of

poleward moisture flux, which itself is maintained by a

diabatic heating–induced low-level trough and an upper-

level jet.

In contrast to the SPCZ’s tropical portion, its sub-

tropical to midlatitude portion appears to be associated

with a low-level trough and an upper-level ridge system

tilting both poleward and westward, implying high baro-

clinicity (Trenberth 1976; Vincent 1994; Kiladis et al.

1989). The baroclinic nature of the diagonal part of the

SPCZ implicates midlatitude eddies as a source of pre-

cipitation in this region. Eddies moving to the east of

Australia enter an area where the upper-level subtropical

jet decelerates to the east (i.e., ›u/›x, 0), resulting in an

area of negative zonal stretching deformation that may

trap eddies (Trenberth 1976). The negative zonal stretch-

ing deformation promotes a decrease in eddywavenumber

and an increase of associated energy density, which in turn

may trigger deep convection (Widlansky et al. 2011;

Matthews 2012). Modes of intraseasonal or interannual

variability may influence the contribution of eddies to

the SPCZ by altering the mean background state within

which eddies propagate (Matthews 2012).

Given the myriad climate processes operating in the

SPCZ region, it is not surprising that the mechanisms

controlling SPCZ structure and variability are not

completely understood. Although most of the Coupled

Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) models used in

either the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC) Fourth or Fifth Assessment Reports (CMIP3 and

CMIP5, respectively) simulate a distinct SPCZ, these

models reflect a large spread in terms of its intensity,

slope, position (which in most cases differs markedly

fromobservations; Lin 2007; Brownet al. 2011, 2013), and

variability (Cai et al. 2009). Among the 24CMIP3models

examined in Brown et al. (2011), only a few simulate the

spatial characteristics of the SPCZ accurately, with the

underestimation of the SPCZ slope (defined here as

the northwest to southeast orientation of the SPCZ) re-

presenting a common bias that results in a far too zonally

oriented SPCZ. This bias may contribute to the well-

known ‘‘double Pacific ITCZ’’ problem and needs to

be taken into account when interpreting climate change

scenarios in the SPCZ region. The incorrect spatial

structure of the simulated SPCZ may be related to

known biases in coupled model simulation of tropical

Pacific SSTs (Dai 2006; Lin 2007).

b. Overview of mid-Holocene orbital forcing and its
relationship to tropical convection

The present study focuses on the fundamental pro-

cesses contributing to the SPCZ variability onmillennial

time scales, for which the mid-Holocene (6000 years

before present, hereafter 6 kyr BP) represents an ideal

test bed. During the mid-Holocene, greenhouse gases

and ice sheets were comparable with conditions during the

preindustrial period; on the other hand, mid-Holocene

climate differed from the preindustrial because of dif-

ferences in orbital parameters. The principal orbital

parameters in the standard Milankovich theory are the

longitude of the perihelion, obliquity, and eccentricity.

The principal signatures of the mid-Holocene change in

the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) insolation are strengthen-

ing in Northern Hemisphere (NH) summer and weak-

ening in NH winter, causing an overall strengthening of

NH seasonality (Fig. 1). In contrast, in the SH, local

summer (DJF) insolation decreases and the local winter

[June–August (JJA)] insolation increases, which results

in a weakening of the seasonality. Such insolation change

may be anticipated to have a large impact on SH tropical

precipitation during DJF, when the SPCZ is at its cli-

matological maximum intensity and spatial extent.

Continental precipitation proxies from the tropics

largely show that convective activity at low latitudes is

dominated by changes in the longitude of the perihelion,

called precessional cycles. Oxygen isotope (d18O) mea-

surements extracted from stalagmites from caves in

southeast China (Wang et al. 2008) indicate that theEast

Asian summer monsoon (EASM) has varied in phase

with precessional forcing of NH summer insolation, with

a more intense, wetter summertime monsoon at mid-

Holocene. Other NH monsoon systems exhibit similar

variability. Proxy records of lake and deep sea sediments

from Africa and the east tropical Atlantic respectively

show the strength of the Northern African summer mon-

soon varying in phase with Earth’s precession (Partridge
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et al. 1997), with this monsoon system stronger during the

mid-Holocene. This is further supported by fossilized

pollen-based reconstructions of vegetation from northern

Africa that show that the Sahara desert was reduced

in size during the mid-Holocene (Jully et al. 1998; Haibin

et al. 2007). Additionally, Ti and Fe concentrations

in river discharge sediments from the Cariaco Basin

(Peterson and Haug 2006) show that precipitation over

northern tropical South America was also increased

during the mid-Holocene. By contrast, the orbital-scale

variability of the SH monsoons is out of phase with the

monsoons in theNH: the available paleoproxies indicate

that monsoon systems in South America (Cruz et al.

2005) and southernAfrica (Partridge et al. 1997) achieve

maximum strength whenNHmonsoons are weakest and

minimum strength when NH monsoons are strongest.

Thus, SHmonsoonal systems were weakened during the

mid-Holocene.

Given its midoceanic location, precipitation proxies

directly for SPCZ region are rather sparse. However,

those proxies that are available do broadly indicate

a rainier western Pacific and a drier eastern Pacific during

themid-Holocene (Fig. 2). For example, proxies based on

pollen and limnological conditions from Efat�e Island

(178400S, 1688200E) located close to the present-day

SPCZ point to enhanced precipitation at 6 k yr BP

(Wirrmannet al. 2011).NewGuinea,which is located in the

tropical SPCZ, was also wetter during themid-Holocene

according to pollen and microcharcoal proxy records

(Haberle 1998). In the south, sediment cores from New

Zealand show that the southern edge of the SPCZ ex-

perienced increased storminess during the mid-Holocene

(Gomez et al. 2004).

On the other hand, sedimentary lake records from

Easter Island indicate that the eastern Pacific, which

today is much drier compared to the western Pacific, was

even drier during the mid-Holocene (Saez et al. 2009).

Further to the east, arid mid-Holocene conditions pre-

vailed over the west coast of Chile as suggested by a

synthesis of proxies by Carre et al. (2012). This is further

supported by salt and lacustrine mud depositions on

the Bolivian Altiplano (158–208S), with drier conditions

during the mid-Holocene (Jomelli et al. 2011), followed

by a gradual increase in precipitation during the later

Holocene (Baker et al. 2001).

Comparisons with both atmosphere-only and cou-

pled general circulation models (GCMs) broadly reflect

the mid-Holocene precipitation changes inferred from

proxies, with a weakening of the Southern Hemisphere

monsoons due to reduced local summer insolation, and

ocean feedbacks acting in order to weaken this response

(Zhao and Harrison 2012). In one particular model [Fast

Ocean Atmosphere Model (FOAM)], the positive feed-

back from the ocean even overwhelms the negative effect

of the reduced insolation, and the Australian monsoon

appears to be slightly stronger during the mid-Holocene

FIG. 1. Change (mid-Holoceneminus preindustrial) in the seasonal cycle of the TOA insolation

(Wm22) as a function of latitude.
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compared to present day (Liu et al. 2004; Marshall and

Lynch 2006; Zhao and Harrison 2012). Wyrwoll et al.

(2007) have shown that the summer Australian monsoon

can be influenced by factors other than direct orbital

forcing, such as changes in outflow from the Northern

HemisphereAsianmonsoon.A study byHsu et al. (2010)

using the same intermediate-level complexity model as in

the present study [the Quasi-Equilibrium Tropical Cir-

culation Model (QTCM); see Neelin and Zeng 2000;

Zeng et al. 2000] agrees with the simulatedmid-Holocene

precipitation changes by GCMs, namely a weakening of

SH monsoons and a southwestward shift of the SPCZ

during DJF.

In the present study, we investigate whether an anal-

ogous relationship can be found between the changing

SPCZ and the Australian monsoon. We begin by de-

scribing the climate models and methods used in this

study (section 2). Section 3 documents the SPCZ region

climate response to mid-Holocene insolation forcing in

a subsample of Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison

Project Phase II (PMIP2) models as well as the Geo-

physical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) model.

With these models, we then perform a diagnostic mois-

ture budget analysis (section 4). In section 5, we describe

simulations performed with QTCM that are designed to

isolate the mechanisms controlling the changes in the

SPCZ. Section 6 summarizes these results and discusses

their relevance to understanding what controls the

modern-day SPCZ.

2. Models and simulation design

To understand the mechanisms controlling changes in

SPCZ precipitation between preindustrial and mid-

Holocene conditions, we analyze here a suite of models

archived in the PMIP2 database (Braconnot et al. 2007).

For each model we use two simulations. The first corre-

sponds to the mid-Holocene climate, and the second

corresponds to the preindustrial climate. The two simu-

lations differ on the orbital parameters, with the longitude

of the perihelion experiencing the largest change. On the

other hand, changes in obliquity and eccentricity are rel-

atively small. Greenhouse gases are slightly different be-

tween the two simulations and are not expected to

contribute to the climate response. Other parameters (i.e.,

coastlines and ice sheets) are the same in both simulations.

Using the available models we perform a moisture

budget analysis using pressure-level specific humidity

FIG. 2. Modern-day climatological annual-mean precipitation (mm day21) in the Pacific basin. Data are from the Climate Prediction

Center Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP; Xie and Arkin 1997). Green (brown) circles represent proxy sites exhibiting wetter

(drier) conditions during the mid-Holocene. Shaded areas with contours are for precipitation . 4.0 ????.
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and wind. Given that some of the archived models do

not include such data, and some models further appear

to have inconsistent data, only the 11 PMIP2 models

listed in Table 1 are analyzed here. Additionally, we

analyze simulations performed with the GFDL Coupled

Model, version 2.1 (CM2.1; Delworth et al. 2006). While

GFDL CM2.1 is not included in the PMIP2 archive, the

simulations included below were performed according

to PMIP2 protocols. Use of the GFDL CM2.1 is moti-

vated by the availability of daily data, which permits

explicit investigation of high-frequency contributions to

the moisture budget.

We also employ QTCM to test several hypotheses

regarding controls on the mid-Holocene SPCZ changes.

QTCM invokes the concept of quasi-equilibrium in

which deep convection essentially maintains tempera-

ture and moisture profiles close to prescribed statistical

equilibrium profiles. The prescribed vertical basis func-

tions of temperature and moisture are obtained from

observed soundings in regions of tropical deep convec-

tion, following from the observations that the tropical

atmosphere is nearly moist adiabatic. For a specified

temperature basis function under the assumption of hy-

drostatic balance, velocity basis functions are designed in

such a way to be consistent with the implied barotropic

and baroclinic pressure gradients. Together, the ther-

modynamic and dynamic basis functions are used to

project the primitive equations in the vertical, so that

QTCM solves prognostic equations in the horizontal di-

mensions only. Themodel version used here,QTCM1v2.3,

contains one mode for each of temperature, moisture,

and barotropic and baroclinic velocity modes. The hor-

izontal resolution is 5.68 3 3.78 with the latitudinal

domain extending from 788S to 788N. While QTCM is

explicitly implemented for the tropics, we note that it

does produce some aspects of extratropical climate (e.g.,

storm tracks; Zeng et al. 2000).

The QTCM simulations consist of both prescribed

SST and coupled atmosphere–slab ocean model simu-

lations. For the prescribed SST simulations, the SST

forcing is obtained from the ensemble mean of the

PMIP2 models. For the slab ocean version, a constant

50-m mixed layer is assumed and a Q flux is applied to

prevent climate drift. The prescribedQ flux is estimated

from a 10-yr run with prescribed climatological SSTs

(Reynolds dataset; Reynolds and Smith 1994).

3. Overview of mid-Holocene climate change in
PMIP2 models

Mid-Holocene tropical DJF precipitation, as simu-

lated by the PMIP2 models, differs substantially from

preindustrial conditions (Fig. 3), with strongly contrasting

changes occurring over land and ocean. The PMIP2

ensemble mean exhibits an overall reduction of austral

summer continental convective precipitation, associated

with a weakening of the monsoons over Africa, South

America, and Australia. On the other hand, DJF pre-

cipitation over tropical oceans is generally enhanced,

although some regions (e.g., the equatorial Pacific and

the northeast part of the SPCZ) experience reduced

precipitation. The Indian Ocean experiences the largest

anomalies with a general increase in precipitation over

the basin. In the Atlantic Ocean, the ITCZ is displaced

to the south at 6kyr BP, with anomaliesmore pronounced

to the east. In the Pacific, the largest changes are

TABLE 1. Models included in the ensemble mean diagnostic analysis. All models can be found at the PMIP2 website, except the

GFDL CM2.1.

Model Model expansion Resolution

UBRIS-HadCM3M2 University of Bristol Hadley Centre Coupled Model, version 3, with land

surface scheme MOSES2

3.88 3 2.58

CSIRO-Mk3L-1.0 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation Mark,

version 3.0–low resolution, version 1.0

5.68 3 3.28

CSIRO-Mk3L-1.1 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation Mark, version 3.0–low

resolution, version 1.1

5.68 3 3.28

CCSM3.0 Community Climate System Model, version 3.0 2.88 3 2.88
MIROC3.2 (medres) Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate, version 3.2 (medium resolution) 2.88 3 2.88
MRI-CGCM2.3.4fa Meteorological Research Institute Coupled Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation

Model, version 2.3.4, flux adjusted

2.88 3 2.88

MRI-CGCM2.3.4nfa Meteorological Research Institute Coupled Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation

Model, version 2.3.4, nonflux adjusted

2.88 3 2.88

IPSL-CM4-V1-MR L’Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace Coupled Model, version 4–mid resolution, version 1 3.88 3 2.58
GISSmodelE Goddard Institute for Space Studies Model E 48 3 58
FGOALS-g1.0 Flexible Global Ocean–Atmosphere–Land System Model gridpoint, version 1.0 2.88 3 2.88
ECHAM53-MPIOM127-LPJ ECHAM53–Max Planck Institute Ocean Model 127–Lund–Potsdam–Jena 3.88 3 3.78
GFDL CM2.1 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Climate Model, version 2.1 28 3 2.58
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associated with a southwestward shift of the SPCZ,

which is the primary focus of this study. This shift is

approximately parallel to the main axis of the modeled

SPCZ and extends from the tropics to midlatitudes. The

SPCZ shift, as well as the weakening of the Australian

monsoon, appears to be rather robust among the models

examined, as these show widespread agreement (Fig. 4).

However, it should be noted that among the 11 models

FIG. 3. PMIP2 ensemble-mean mid-Holocene minus preindustrial precipitation (mmday21) for DJF.

Values .1mmday21 (,21mmday21) have colors that have been saturated. The thick black line rep-

resents the 4 mmday21 climatology contour (preindustrial) based on the PMIP2 ensemble mean.

FIG. 4. PMIP2 model spread. Colors represent the number of models that agree with the sign of the

ensemble-mean precipitation change (mid-Holocene minus preindustrial). The thick black line repre-

sents 4 mmday21 climatology contour (preindustrial) based on the PMIP2 ensemble mean.
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analyzed, all underestimate the eastward tilt (or slope)

of the SPCZ with latitude, with only the flux-adjusted

MRI-CGCM2.3.4 approaching the observed slope (not

shown).

In the current climate, precipitating deep convection

in the subtropical part of the SPCZ is associated with an

interaction between the background flow and eddies

traveling east of Australia. To the east of Australia, the

upper-level jet decelerates (Fig. 5) forming an area of

negative zonal stretching deformation, that is, ›u/›x, 0.

The result is that eastward moving eddies slow down

and their wavenumber decreases, but at the same time,

wave energy density increases (Widlansky et al. 2011;

Matthews 2012). Under mid-Holocene conditions, the

zonal stretching deformation becomes more negative

east of New Zealand around 308S. This means that the

effect of the zonal stretching deformation on westward

moving eddies and the associated precipitation increases,

which is consistent with the subtropical part of the SPCZ

shift.

Because tropical deep convection and SST tend to be

strongly coupled, it is also important to consider how

SST changes in the SPCZ region. Figure 6 shows the

development of mid-Holocene minus preindustrial SST

gradient parallel to the SPCZ, such that warming is as-

sociated with wetter conditions and cooling with drier

conditions. Cai et al. 2012 document an analogous re-

lationship between the variability of the SPCZ and the

meridional SST gradient. More specifically, they suggest

that in a warmer climate, the SPCZ is more likely to

experience more pronounced meridional displacements

with less precipitation on its southern edge and more

precipitation in its core, as a result of reduced meridio-

nal SST gradient. The relationship between the SPCZ

shift and the change in the SST gradient during the mid-

Holocene will be further investigated in section 5.

FIG. 5. Negative zonal stretching deformation (red lines) and horizontal wind vectors at 200hPa for the DJF season. (top) Climatological

(preindustrial) conditions and (bottom) mid-Holocene minus preindustrial difference based on the PMIP2 ensemble mean. Contours are

every 25 3 1027 s21 for the climatology and 21 3 1027 s21 for the differences. Thick red line represents the zero value in both panels.
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4. Diagnostic moisture budget analysis

To interpret the precipitation changes associated with

the SPCZ shift, we first construct a diagnostic moisture

budget. The moisture budget for climatological condi-

tions, assuming monthly averages, can be expressed as

P5E2

ð0
P
s

(VH � $Hq) dp2

ð0
P
s

(q$H �VH) dp1Res.

(1)

Here overbars indicate monthly averages while the

subscript H indicates the horizontal components of the

wind field and the divergence operator. The integrals on

the rhs of Eq. (1) correspond to the vertical integrals of

horizontal moisture advection and moisture conver-

gence, respectively. To estimate the terms in Eq. (1)

from the available PMIP2 output, spatial derivatives are

discretized following the methodology in Seager et al.

(2010). The residual term Res, estimated as the differ-

ence between monthly-mean precipitation and the sum

of the first three terms on the rhs of Eq. (1), contains all

covariances of submonthly variability, including tran-

sient eddies. Our estimates of the climatological mois-

ture budget terms for preindustrial conditions (not

shown) are comparable to the results of Seager et al.

(2010), in which daily data were used to calculate the

budget. This comparison indicates that the residual term

in our study can be interpreted to leading order as the

eddy contribution to the moisture budget:

Res’

ð0
P

s

($ � q0V0) dp . (2)

Moreover, calculation of the moisture budget directly

from the daily data in the GFDL CM2.1, yields a very

small residual compared to the other terms. This sup-

ports the interpretation of the residual from themonthly

data calculations as the eddy contribution on sub-

monthly time scales.

a. Dynamic versus thermodynamic contribution to
the moisture budget

For the difference between mid-Holocene and pre-

industrial conditions, the change in the moisture budget,

retaining only the dominant terms, can be expressed as

dP’ dE2

ð0
P

s

$H � [(dq)VH]dp

2

ð0
P
s

$H � [(dVH)q] dp2

ð0
P
s

$ � d(q0V0) dp , (3)

where the notation d indicates the difference (terms

without d denote preindustrial values). As in Seager et al.

(2010), terms associated with changes in q are viewed as

FIG. 6. PMIP2 ensemble mean mid-Holocene minus preindustrial DJF surface temperature

change (8C).
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thermodynamic contributors (dTH) and terms associated

with changes in V are viewed as dynamical contributors

(dDY) both associated with mean quantities:

dTH52

ð0
P

s

$H � [(dq)VH]dp and

dDY52

ð0
P
s

$H � [(dVH)q] dp .

Figure 7a shows that the largest part of the precipitation

change in the SPCZ region is associated with changes in

the dynamical term of the mean circulation. (Note that

all moisture budget terms presented in Figs. 7–9 are

expressed in units of millimeters per day) However,

these can be triggered by a change in the eddy activity.

Under climatological conditions the eddy contribution

to the moisture budget is of smaller magnitude com-

pared to themean convergence of moisture and is in fact

negative (i.e., reducing precipitation) in the SPCZ re-

gion (cf. Fig. 1 of Seager et al. 2010); however, this does

not mean that eddies do not play a role in triggering the

occurrence of rainfall there. Indeed, through coupling

between mean and eddy circulation, eddy activity can

alter the mean circulation and organize convection in

the SPCZ. Through this interaction, eddies can augment

the convergence term that, to leading order, balances

P. The fact that the eddy term appears to have a negative

contribution to P implies that the net effect of eddies, in-

tegrated over the vertical, is to transport moisture away

from the SPCZ region toward higher latitudes. The ap-

pearance of a negative mid-Holocene minus preindustrial

difference in the eddy term in the vicinity of the SPCZ shift

(Fig. 7d) reflects an increasing impact of eddies on the zonal

mean circulation during the mid-Holocene. That is, eddies

strengthen convective activity and augment the dynamical

term that balances the precipitation change in the SPCZ

region. In contrast, the difference in the thermodynamic

term (Fig. 7b) is negative throughout theSPCZregion,with

this effect being stronger east of the SPCZ shift.Widlansky

et al. (2013) found a similar contrasting relationship be-

tween changes in the dynamic and the thermodynamic

terms, with the latter increasing and the former decreasing

in the SPCZ region as a result of future warming. Fi-

nally, the evaporation increases in the region of the

SPCZ shift, but decreases equatorward (Fig. 7c).

FIG. 7. DJFmoisture budget analysis based on the PMIP2model ensemblemean. The contribution to precipitation

change (mmday21; mid-Holocene minus preindustrial) from (a) mean dynamics, (b) mean thermodynamics,

(c) evaporation, and (d) residual. Values.1mmday21 (,21mmday21) have colors that have been saturated. The

thick black line represents the 4mmday21 contour of climatological precipitation (preindustrial) based on the

PMIP2 ensemble mean.
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b. Moisture advection versus moisture convergence

To gain more understanding of the mechanisms

controlling the SPCZ shift at mid-Holocene, we fur-

ther separate the dynamic and thermodynamic effects

into terms that reflect contribution from advection

and convergence of moisture (Fig. 8) as in Seager et al.

(2010):

dTH52

ð0
P
s

(VH � $Hdq) dp2

ð0
P
s

(dq$H �VH) dp and

dDY5

ð0
P

s

(dVH � $Hq) dp2

ð0
P
s

(q$H � dVH) dp .

Such separation reveals that the moisture convergence

via the change in circulation (i.e., the q$ � dV term) bal-

ances precipitation to leading order (Fig. 8a). Of course,

the collocation of large-scale deep convection and low-

level convergence, especially in the tropics, is well known

and by itself should not be viewed as indicating that the

circulation change causes the precipitation change, that

is, the moisture budget highlights how the different terms

must balance in the transition between mid-Holocene

and preindustrial conditions rather than the source or

causality of these differences. Changes in the horizontal

advection of moisture by the mean circulation add to the

changes in moisture convergence, although the former

are roughly an order of magnitude smaller than the latter

(Fig. 8b). Finally, the thermodynamic terms exhibit small

andmostly negative (drying) contributions to the overall

moisture budget differences (Figs. 8c,d).

c. Zonal, meridional, and vertical advection

We further partition the moisture budget contribu-

tions of the mean and eddy circulations into zonal, me-

ridional, and the vertical components (Fig. 9):

Mx52d

(ð0
P
s

�
u(›q)

›x

�
dp

)
and

Ex52d

(ð0
P
s

�
u0(›q0)
›x

�
dp

)
,

My52d

(ð0
P
s

�
y(›q)

›y

�
dp

)
and

Ey52d

(ð0
P

s

�
y0(›q0)
›y

�
dp

)
,

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for contributions from the (a) dynamic convergent term, (b) dynamic advection term,

(c) thermodynamic convergent term, and (d) thermodynamic advection term.
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and

Mz52d

(ð0
P
s

�
v(›q)

›p

�
dp

)
and

Ez 52d

(ð0
P
s

�
v0(›q0)
›P

�
dp

)
.

Here the terms have not been explicitly separated into

thermodynamic and dynamic. Also, for this partitioning

we use only the daily data from GFDL CM2.1. Consis-

tent with the results above, the change in the vertical

advection by the mean circulation (Mz) is the dominant

term (Fig. 9). Among the horizontal mean circulation

terms, the mean meridional term (My) has a weakly

positive association with the SPCZ shift, while the zonal

term (Mx) is much noisier and has a negative contribu-

tion to the moisture budget at higher latitudes. In con-

trast to the mean circulation terms, the eddy terms

produce an overall negative contribution, with the

meridional component (Ey) clearly dominating. The

sign of this term is consistent with an increase in the net

poleward eddy flux of moisture: for preindustrial con-

ditions, this term is negative along the SPCZ, and it

becomes more negative during the mid-Holocene. The

vertical component (Ez) is mostly positive but relatively

small. Finally, the zonal component (Ex) differences

tend to be negative in the SPCZ region, although these

are rather spatially heterogeneous.

5. Simulations with QTCM

Despite its relative simplicity, QTCM is found to

simulate a zone of deep convection east of Australia

resembling the SPCZ (Figs. 10, 11). Of course, the

QTCM-simulated SPCZ lacks the proper longitudinal

slope, as most GCMs do (Brown et al. 2011, 2013).

Another limitation of QTCM is its simulation of a very

weak Pacific ITCZ, especially in the eastern part of

the basin.

FIG. 9. Contribution to precipitation change (mmday21; mid-Holocene minus preindustrial) from the change in mean zonal advection

(Mx), eddy zonal advection (Ex), mean meridional advection (My), eddy meridional advection (Ey), mean vertical advection (Mz), and

eddy vertical advection (Ez). Analysis was based on daily data from the GFDL CM2.1 model for the DJF season. Values .1mmday21

(,21mmday21) have colors that have been saturated. The thick black line represents the 4 mmday21 contour of climatological pre-

cipitation (preindustrial) of the GFDL CM2.1 model.
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We now explore SPCZ region precipitation changes

during themid-Holocene as simulated byQTCM.Before

doing so we consider the extent to which QTCM repli-

cates the precipitation changes simulated by the PMIP2

models. For this, we perform two runs, denotedCTRLSST

and MHSST, in which preindustrial and mid-Holocene

TOA insolation and SSTs are applied, respectively (see

Table 2). In each run, the SST forcing comprises the

PMIP2 ensemble mean. (Of course, because QTCM is

forced with PMIP2 model-generated SSTs, any coupled

simulation SST bias could impact the results; we do not

directly address such biases here.) Comparing the two

runs reveals that QTCM captures many of the principal

features of mid-Holocene minus preindustrial DJF pre-

cipitation change seen in the PMIP2 ensemble (Fig. 10a).

Most importantly for the present study, the QTCM sim-

ulations manifest an elongated precipitation dipole along

the SPCZ, with DJF precipitation enhanced to the south

and west in the mid-Holocene, albeit with changes of

smaller amplitude relative to the PMIP2 ensemble mean.

The SH summertime continental convection is also

weakened, although in this case, QTCM overestimates

the weakening relative to the PMIP2 ensemble mean.

Such differences can be broadly understood in terms of

some known mean climate biases in this version of

QTCM, namely, too intense precipitation over tropical

continents and somewhat too weak precipitation over the

oceans. On the other hand, QTCM fails to simulate the

drying in the equatorial Pacific seen in the PMIP2models.

To assess the processes controlling the shift in the

SPCZ, we consider a simple linear decomposition of the

forcing. We speculate that at least two major processes

may contribute to the shift in the SPCZ at the mid-

Holocene. First, the SPCZ shift could be coupled to the

underlying SST gradient, through the Lindzen–Nigam

mechanism (Lindzen and Nigam 1987), in which an

anomalous SST gradient alters low-level convergence

that in turn modulates convection. Second, the weak-

ening of the continental monsoons may influence the

SPCZ. Kiladis et al. (1989) have argued that the absence

of the Australian monsoon would eliminate the conti-

nental heating and the monsoonal circulation as well as

the associated low-level convergence that generates

precipitation in the SPCZ.

FIG. 10. DJF precipitation anomalies (mmday21) from the atmospheric version of QTCM: (a) re-

sponse to a change in both SSTs and TOA insolation, (b) response to a change in the SSTs alone (keeping

the TOA insolation fixed), and (c) response to a change in TOA insolation alone (keeping the SSTs

fixed). SSTs were taken from the PMIP2 ensemble mean. Values .1.4mmday21 (,21.4mmday21)

have colors that have been saturated. The thick black line represents the 4 mmday21 contour of cli-

matological precipitation (CTRLSST experiment).
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Therefore, we perform an additional set of two QTCM

experiments (Table 2): in the first, denoted SST6k, a com-

bination of mid-Holocene SSTs and preindustrial TOA

insolation is prescribed, while in the second, denoted

TOA6k, mid-Holocene TOA insolation and preindustrial

SSTs are applied. Thus, the comparison of CTRLSST and

SST6k isolates the effect of changing SSTs while keeping

TOA insolation fixed (Fig. 10b). On the other hand,

comparison of CTRLSST and TOA6k isolates the effect of

the change in TOA insolation with SSTs fixed (Fig. 10c).

Comparing these experiments suggests that the change

in SSTs, and more specifically the SST gradient, largely

controls the SPCZ shift from 108 to 308S, with a maxi-

mum impact around 208S. Also worth noting is that the

SST change is responsible for the drying along the

equator as well as the subtropical central South Pacific,

although this is absent in the full experiment (Fig. 10a).

On the other hand, the change in SSTs has little effect on

the continental monsoons, which are affected by the

reduction in the TOA insolation only (Fig. 10c). Our

experiments also demonstrate that the TOA forcing has

an indirect impact on the SPCZ (Fig. 10c), which is more

localized to the tropics and consists of an increase of

precipitation to the east of Australia and a slight re-

duction to the northeast of this. Studies based on current

climate conditions (e.g., Kiladis et al. 1989; Vincent 1994)

suggest that diabaticmonsoonal heating overAustralia in

particular plays a major role for the development of the

more zonal, tropical portion of the SPCZ, especially

during DJF when continental heating is maximized.

Forcing QTCM with preindustrial SSTs and TOA

insolation everywhere except Australia, where mid-

Holocene insolation is prescribed, results in localized

weakening of the Australian monsoon alone, with other

TABLE 2. Details regarding the TOA forcing and the lower

boundary conditions over the oceans for the experiments performed

with QTCM; ka 5 1000 years.

Experiment Insolation (ka) SSTs

CTRLSST 0 Prescribed (PMIP2 0-ka

ensemble mean)

MHSST 6 Prescribed (PMIP2 6-ka

ensemble mean)

SST6k 0 Prescribed (PMIP2 6-ka

ensemble mean)

TOA6k 6 Prescribed (PMIP2 0-ka

ensemble mean)

CTRLSLAB 0 Interactive slab ocean

MHSLAB 6 Interactive slab ocean

SST6k-QTCM 0 Prescribed (MHSLAB)

TOA6k-QTCM 6 Prescribed (CTRLSLAB)

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but with SSTs taken from the QTCM slab ocean runs corresponding to the mid-

Holocene and preindustrial period. The thin black lines represent changes in surface temperature (8C)
with positive (negative) changes represented by solid lines (dashed lines).
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continents relatively unaffected (not shown). This is

accompanied by a shift of the tropical part of the SPCZ

to the southwest, similar to that shown in Fig. 10c, im-

plying that the SPCZ shift is remotely influenced by the

weakening of the Australian monsoon and not by the

other monsoonal systems (South America or Africa). In

a similar experiment, it was shown that the precipitation

increase in the subtropical central South Pacific, on the

eastern edge of the SPCZ (seen in Fig. 10c), was attrib-

uted to the weakening of the South American monsoon

(results of this experiments are not shown). However,

some caution is warranted in assessing the significance of

the Australian or the South American monsoon impacts

since QTCM tends to overestimate the strength of the

preindustrial SH continental monsoons as well as their

degree of weakening in the mid-Holocene. For example,

in QTCM the maximum weakening of the Australian

monsoon is roughly21.6mmday21 (Fig. 10a) compared

to 20.7mmday21 in the PMIP2 ensemble mean (Fig. 3).

This suggests that the remote effect of the weakening

of the Australian monsoon on the SPCZ is likely over-

estimated inQTCM.The overestimation of theweakening

of the monsoons as well as their remote effect on the

precipitation over the ocean is also the reason whyQTCM

fails to simulate the drying along the equator in the Pacific

seen in the PMIP2 models. Another interesting aspect

of these experiments is that the summed precipitation

anomalies from changing SSTs and TOA insolation sep-

arately are nearly equal to the precipitation anomalies to

the full experiment: this near equality implies that the

separation of the precipitation anomalies into SST- and

TOA-forced components is effectively linear.

The above results indicate coupling of the mid-

Holocene minus preindustrial differences in SPCZ

precipitation to SSTs. According to Hsu et al. (2010), mid-

Holocene SST change represents the lagged response to

orbital forcing and is attributed to the large ocean thermal

inertia. Broccoli (2000) highlighted the potential role of

temperature advection for regional tropical SST change

during the LGM, and a similar effect could be present

during the mid-Holocene. Here we perform a set of slab

ocean experiments analogous to Hsu et al. (2010) (Table

2). While the difference between these two runs (denoted

CTRLSLAB andMHSLAB) yields an SPCZ shift (Fig. 11a),

the axis of these differences is much steeper and is located

farther to the south compared to the PMIP2 models or

QTCM forced with PMIP2 ensemble-mean SSTs. On the

other hand, the slab version of QTCM appears to un-

derestimate the Pacific ITCZ, although the effect this

might have onmid-Holocene-induced SPCZvariability is

not addressed in this study.

Again we examine the individual influences of insolation

and SST by forcing QTCM with the SSTs produced by

the slab ocean version. The response of precipitation to

the insolation change (experiment TOA6k-QTCM; Fig. 11b)

is qualitatively similar to the results using PMIP2 SSTs,

with SH continental monsoons weakening, and the SPCZ

experiencing a shift that is remotely forced. It should be

noted though that the anomalies associated with the

SPCZ are greater and extend into the subtropics in this

case. On the other hand, the effect of changing SSTs is

significantly different (experiment SST6k-QTCM; Fig. 11c),

with a general increase in precipitation in the SPCZ re-

gion, and no SPCZ shift, even though precipitation in-

creases in the southern edge of the SPCZ. Themost likely

reason is the fact that the west Pacific SST change simu-

lated by the slab ocean version (Fig. 11) does not resemble

the warm–cold dipole seen in the PMIP2 models (Fig. 6).

Overall, we suggest that the effect of mixed layer thermal

adjustment in QTCM is by itself insufficient to generate

the SPCZ region SST change evident in the PMIP2

models with fully dynamical oceans, indicating a poten-

tially important role for ocean dynamics in the SPCZ

shift. Another possible explanation could be that QTCM

SSTs do not exhibit the same sensitivity to the wind–

evaporation–SST (WES) feedback as in full GCMs. The

WES feedback has been hypothesized as a possible

source of SST and precipitation change in the South Pa-

cific (Xie et al. 2010).

An experiment changing insolation only overAustralia

was also performed with the slab ocean QTCM in order

to test whether weakening of the Australian monsoon

could account for the anomalous SST gradient. In this

case, the induced SST gradient could act as (positive)

feedback, driving additional anomalous low-level con-

vergence and further enhancing the SPCZ shift. Al-

though QTCM does not support the operation of such

a mechanism (not shown), performing such an experi-

ment using amodel with a dynamical oceanwould clearly

be of interest.

6. Summary and discussion

Simulated mid-Holocene tropical precipitation dif-

fered substantially from preindustrial conditions. Among

such differences are the weakening of local summertime

precipitation over the Southern Hemisphere continents

and widespread increases of precipitation over tropical

oceans, with the exception of the equatorial Pacific where

drying occurs. The SPCZ, the focus of the present study,

appears to have shifted to the south and west along its

entire extent from the tropics to midlatitudes during the

mid-Holocene. Analysis of a diagnostic moisture budget

reveals a complex interplay of processes associated with

the SPCZ shift. The enhanced mid-Holocene convection

to the south and west is balanced to leading order by
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increased moisture convergence by the mean atmo-

spheric flow, which is partly attributed to a change in the

eddy activity. We note, for example, that simulated

changes in upper-level negative zonal stretching de-

formation along the southwestern edge of the SPCZ are

consistent with enhancedmid-Holocene precipitation to

the southwest in accordance with the ‘‘eddy graveyard’’

theory (Trenberth 1976; Widlansky et al. 2011).

Our results also indicate a relationship between the

SPCZ shift and changes in the underlying spatial dis-

tribution of SST: the PMIP2 models simulate an anom-

alous SST dipole with warmer 6 kyr BP SSTs to the

southwest and cooler SSTs to the northeast. Idealized

experiments with QTCM, an intermediate-level com-

plexity model forced with PMIP2 model-generated

SSTs, indicate that the SPCZ shift in the tropics and the

extratropics, as well as the drying in the equatorial and

the tropical central South Pacific, are dominated by the

changes in the underlying SSTs. The tropical portion of

the SPCZ shift is further impacted, though to a lesser

extent, by the weakening of the Australian monsoon,

which is forced by changes in TOA insolation with little

influence from the lagged SST response to prior seasonal

insolation. The weakening of the Australian monsoon

exerts a remote impact on the tropical portion of the

SPCZ but leaves the SPCZ unaffected at higher lati-

tudes. The South American and African monsoons also

respond to changing TOA insolation but have little ef-

fect on the SPCZ shift.

The QTCM slab ocean experiments indicate that

coupling of an atmosphere to a constant depth slab

ocean cannot generate the change in the SSTs that

would support a southwestward shift in the SPCZ as

documented by the PMIP2 models. Of course, it is well-

known that the depth of the mixed layer varies sub-

stantially across the Pacific basin, with a much deeper

thermocline in the west, so it is possible that the use of

more realistic mixed layer depths could alter the results.

Apart from interactive ocean dynamics, the fact that

QTCM is an intermediate-level complexity model may

mean that not all of the relevant physics are represented.

However, a study by Clement et al. (2004) with a more

complex GCM coupled to a slab ocean showed that a

change in precession by 1808 (in the SH, such forcing

is accompanied by reduced DJF insolation and is thus

qualitatively similar to the mid-Holocene forcing) simu-

lates a weakening of SH monsoons but not an SPCZ

shift; rather, their results show strengthening of the

SPCZ. This indicates that the lack of ocean dynamics is

themost probable cause for the inaccurate representation

of the SST change.

Any study based on GCMs is subject to some biases

and, consequently, limitations, although use of ensemble

meansmay help tomitigate the impacts of such biases. A

common bias evident in the PMIP2 ensemble mean is

the underestimation of the westward tilt of the SPCZ

with longitude, which is partly the result of biases in the

underlying SSTs. Forcing the atmospheric version of

QTCM with PMIP2 model-generated SSTs that contain

such a bias is going to have a similar effect on the slope

of the simulated SPCZ by QTCM. Another bias present

in QTCM that could affect the interpretation of our

results is the overly strong Australian monsoon: the

occurrence of a too strong monsoon may amplify the

response to the insolation forcing as well as its remote

effect on the SPCZ. Furthermore, the strength of the

East Pacific ITCZ is also underestimated, which could

affect the simulation of the SPCZ and its variability.

The weakening of the Southern Hemisphere mon-

soons seen in this study is consistent with the work of

Kutzbach and Otto-Bliesner (1982), who were able to

simulate the enhanced intensity of the Northern Hemi-

sphere monsoons during the mid-Holocene by changing

only the insolation and leaving the SSTs fixed to pre-

industrial values. More recent studies, however, showed

that ocean feedbacks play a more complicated role that

varies across models as well as monsoonal regions. Zhao

andHarrison (2012) show that ocean feedbacks generally

amplify the orbital induced strengthening of theNorthern

Hemisphere monsoons during the mid-Holocene. The

same study also shows that ocean feedbacks weaken the

response of the Southern Hemisphere monsoons to or-

bital forcing, such that the decrease in rainfall is smaller

than might otherwise be expected. According to Liu

et al. (2004), this feedback is particularly strong for the

Australian monsoon and may have resulted in an in-

tensified mid-Holocene monsoon. However, it should

be noted that Liu et al. (2004) used only one model

(FOAM), and other models from the PMIP2 archive in

fact show that the Australian monsoon weakens during

the mid-Holocene (Zhao and Harrison 2012).

It is also of interest to consider how the mid-Holocene

SPCZ shift compares to what the SPCZ experiences

under twenty-first-century global warming. Studies of

the latter, show an increase in rainfall along the equator

and a broader reduction elsewhere (Xie et al. 2010; Ma

et al. 2012; Brown et al. 2012; Widlansky et al. 2013).

However, in this case we see a widespread warming

throughout the tropical Pacific, with precipitation in-

creasing where the warming is maximum and decreasing

where the warming is a minimum.

We note that the SPCZ experiences spatial displace-

ments during ENSO events. For example, for La Ni~na

conditions, the daily probability of a westward-shifted

SPCZ event may increase by a factor of 2 (Folland et al.

2002; Matthews 2012). For the La Ni~na case, the SPCZ
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shift is associated with a basin-wide warm–cold zonal SST

dipole, similar to what we see in the mid-Holocene. Pre-

cisely how the mechanisms of spatial displacements on

different time scales relate to one another remains unclear.

Finally, the fact that the SPCZ lies mostly over the

ocean has limited the availability of precipitation prox-

ies. The paucity of high-resolution precipitation proxies

in the SPCZ region precludes through evaluation of the

simulated mid-Holocene SPCZ variability seen in

models. However, proxies from islands located in the

SPCZ region would clearly be beneficial for examining

how the SPCZ changed in the past. Thus, we hope that

the analysis presented here will stimulate the collection

of such proxies.
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